
RZA, Long time coming
(feat. Danny Keys)[Chorus: Danny Keyz]It's been a long time coming..Days, days are turning to nights nowThey said... they said I'd be okayBut when I hear those church bells ringingI begin to pray for today might be my dying day[RZA]The great mind, surpass space and timeSeven plains of energy, interlace combineFive conscious stages, stand up courageousChange your plurality, seek mental clarityZiplock off the chronic, kissed it, then I twist itBuild on today's mathematic ballisticsI walk with the utmost honorable respectIt's a quick locked secret, so Protect Ya NeckThis is full metal jacket, ain't about that gossipNope, you get your face all over the bicepGo out the closet, you slimey sausageSix degrees of luxury, with no depositThey said a friend be sub blanked, a plane be sub tankedA gat be sub shanked, look, I just hit jackpotA hundred mil to the bank[Chorus][RZA]The continent splitter, the dominant figureThe mathematician who calculated God from niggaThe Zig Zag Zigga, who civilize the wiggaMy vigorous attack on the track, slice a thousand gigaBytes of information, in one line, how sometimeUse the sky for a blanket, then I bathe in sunshineNine conquer bonds and nine wives, nine livesNine grands sit on my side, we carry nine knivesEighteen strikes from Low Hand, ain't no manCan withstand the blow, from the Wu-Tang ClanI answer many questions of life, without askingBreath in the stench of death, without gaspingFasting and praying, while you laughing and playingI am fast in my mind, to attachment what we came inAnd go through the river of life, I stay floatingLive a hundred twenty degrees without quoting[Chorus][RZA]I have no fascination with Satan, no relation to probationI'm the sun sitting still, while you trapped in rotationEvery rebel's creation, every thought has been ovationOne demonstration, we civilized a whole entire nationAttract a generation, who's built with eliminationOf wickedness and sickness, we striving for the blissWe rising up our fists, five stage of consciousnessKeeping our promises, master our circumference[Chorus][Outro: RZA]Yeah, I'm backSometimes, you think you bout to lose it allBut it's actually, the point that you made it allIt seems like life is gonna pass me byBut now I'm reborn to a new chance, a new opportunityA life has just begun...And if we having a good time, but wasting your timeSeven plains of energy must interlace and combineAnd all praises due to the Most High...I'm here forever!
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